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Mattress shopping in India isn’t easy.Mattress shopping in India isn’t easy.

You shortlist a few retailers based on recommendations from friendsYou shortlist a few retailers based on recommendations from friends
and family.and family.

You visit these outlets, each of which have no less than 10 differentYou visit these outlets, each of which have no less than 10 different
mattress samples from multiple brands on display.mattress samples from multiple brands on display.

By time you’ve tried your 10th mattress, you’ve forgotten what theBy time you’ve tried your 10th mattress, you’ve forgotten what the
first one felt like!first one felt like!

Not to mention most of these mattress shops aren’t air-conditioned; soNot to mention most of these mattress shops aren’t air-conditioned; so
you’re sweating through the whole process while gettingyou’re sweating through the whole process while getting
simultaneously badgered by a pushy salesman desperate to make hissimultaneously badgered by a pushy salesman desperate to make his
commission.commission.

You’ve spent hours of your precious time in a world where time is inYou’ve spent hours of your precious time in a world where time is in
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very short supply and still aren’t sure which mattress to buy.very short supply and still aren’t sure which mattress to buy.

Let’s assume though, that you decide to take a gamble on one of theLet’s assume though, that you decide to take a gamble on one of the
mattresses shown to you.mattresses shown to you.

It gets delivered late (as is the case with most things in our country)It gets delivered late (as is the case with most things in our country)
but that isn’t even the worst part.but that isn’t even the worst part.

Let’s say that a month into using this new mattress that you’ve spent aLet’s say that a month into using this new mattress that you’ve spent a
mini fortune on, you realize that it’s giving you a back ache and ismini fortune on, you realize that it’s giving you a back ache and is
nowhere near as comfortable as it seemed when you sat on it for a fewnowhere near as comfortable as it seemed when you sat on it for a few
minutes at the local mattress shop.minutes at the local mattress shop.

You call the shopkeeper, but he puts his hands up and tells you thatYou call the shopkeeper, but he puts his hands up and tells you that
you need to contact the brand directly. Or, he tells you, you can putyou need to contact the brand directly. Or, he tells you, you can put
that mattress in your guest bed room and he’ll be happy to extend athat mattress in your guest bed room and he’ll be happy to extend a
20% discount on a brand new mattress (does he really think you’re20% discount on a brand new mattress (does he really think you’re
going to trust him with your money again?)going to trust him with your money again?)

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/flo-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/flo-
mattress-buy-mattress-beds-pillows-online-11778mattress-buy-mattress-beds-pillows-online-11778
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